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1. INTRODUCTION 
The results of this paper largely concern the nth order linear homogeneous 
difference equation 
n 
go uj(x>Y(X + j) = 0, 
for which the coefficient functions ai have expansions 
(1) 
(2) 
for large X. It is well known that the solutions for y for large x are in general 
found to a first approximation by replacing the a, with their constant limiting 
values aj, , and so are given by p”, where p is a root of the polynomial charac- 
teristic equation 
More exactly, if p = p,, is a nonzero simple root of this equation, then there 
exists a solution of Eq. (1) with an expansion 
y(x) = pov 11 + f c&I . 
k=l 
(4) 
Formally, the coefficients r and ck , k = 1 to 03, can be determined iteratively 
in that order after substitution of the solution (4) into Eq. (I). (It is to be 
understood throughout this paper that the series expansions involved are 
generally asymptotic rather than convergent.) A more complicated case is 
that in which the characteristic polynomial (3) has multiple roots, and 
p = p1 is a nonzero root of order m > 1. 
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Then there are solutions of the difference equation of the form 
y(x) z P~(exp[y,_lX(7n-1)'n' .- ylnp2 x(m-2)'T" + ..* + ylX1'm]) 
. x’ )l $ f CkX-li/m[ . (5) 
k=l 
Again the coefficients y+r, ~,,-a ,..., yr , Y, c1 ,... can in principle be found 
iteratively in that order after substitution in Eq. (1) (Adams [l]). Now the 
evaluation of the coefficients by this iterative approach is always clumsy and 
often impractical, and does not seem to be pursued in the literature, where 
there is more concern with the formal theory and with more singular cases 
for which solutions of type (5) do not suffice. However, we shall show that it 
is not necessary to solve iteratively, and that all the y’s and Y can be obtained 
directly. The need for this solution arose in investigations of certain eigen- 
value problems of free oscillations of model galaxies. These can be posed in 
terms of difference equations for which, under certain special though impor- 
tant conditions, pr = - 1 is a multiple root and the argument of the expo- 
nential in expression (5) pure imaginary. In such cases, the most significant 
part of the behavior of the amplitude of the corresponding solution (5) is not 
known until Y is determined. The importance of these special cases is that 
they are connected with the occurrence of continuous bands of eigenvalues, 
where otherwise the spectrum of eigenvalues is discrete. Applications of the 
results to problems of this type are discussed in Section 3. 
The method of determining the coefficients in the asymptotic solution (5) 
of the difference equation (1) is readily adapted to the similar problem of 
determining coefficients in the asymptotic solutions of the 8th order linear 
differential equation obtained by replacing y(x +j) in Eq. (1) by the jth 
order derivative djy/dxj. 
2. EVALUATION OF THE ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION 
If we expand y(x +j) for large x using expression (5), substitute into the 
difference equation (l), and divide through by a suitable common factor, 
we obtain 
.(1+$+0($)) (6) 
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The iterative method of solution for the coefficients follows from collecting 
the coefficients of the various powers of x-llrn from Eq. (6). The coefficients 
of the zeroth through (m - 1)th powers vanish identically. The reason for 
this is that they arise from products of aj, with the expansion of the first 
term in the exponential, and since pi is a root of the characteristic polyno- 
mial (3) of order m, 
t = () through 
(m _ l). 
(7) 
The first unknown coefficient y+r is determined from the l/x term which 
gives rise to the relation 
[ 
(m- l)*]"f jmUjoplj = - m! f ajlplj. 
j=o j=o 
Provided the right-hand side does not vanish, in which case more complicated 
forms of solution than (5) containing logarithmic terms are needed (Birkhoff 
[4]), we obtain m  distinct roots for y+i , and these give rise to m  distinct 
solutions for y. This allows us to obtain a full complement of solutions of the 
difference equation even when multiple roots of the characteristic equation 
occur. The other y’s and Y can in principle be obtained by working through 
successively to the term in X- 2+1/m. However, if we limit ourselves to the 
objective of determining just these coefficients, certain significant simplifica- 
tions of Eq. (6) are in order since any terms that are O(X-~) may be neglected. 
Only two terms in the expansion for ai need be retained. Furthermore, 
the second part of the series in the exponential contributes only a single 
nonvanishing term as a consequence of relations (7). The latter arises from 
the s = (m - 1) terms in the series, and more specifically just from the 
product of the ~-l-ll~ term of exp( -j”(m - 1) y,.++-llm/2m2) with the 
X-~+~/~ term of exp( j(m - 1) ~m-l~-l’m/m). It contributes 
_ ( m  -  l)m-l Y~z: ~ jmaioPljx-2+l,m 
2(m - 2)! m m  j=. 
to the left-hand side of Eq. (6). Further simplifications of Eq. (6) to our order 
come from discarding all the c terms which contribute nothing, and replacing 
the factor (1 + rj/x + 0(1/x2)) by exp(rj/x). The simplified form of Eq. (6) 
is then 
n 
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where Eq. (8) has been used to simplify the right-hand side term. Now setting 
it is apparent that Eq. (10) is an inhomogeneous polynomial equation for T. 
Next, introducing the shorthand notation A(f) and B(f) for the polynomials 
of order (n - m) and 11 respectively defined by 
to %JSf = (E - Pl)” 4&), $” ud? =- fm, (12) 
Eq. (10) can be written 
(13) 
Our aim is to improve the approximation r) = pr for roots of this equation, 
that is to solve 
1 B(7) lbn ) [ 1 mWd 
1/m 
7)=p1+- - 
Xl/m A(y) i ’ + 2ymelB(~) .~~-l’~ ’ (14) 
In this form the problem is suitable for the application of Lagrange’s expan- 
sion (Lagrange [6], or see Bellman [3]) since ~-i!~ is a small parameter. 
Applying this well-known result we can evaluate log 7 as 
X-kim d k-l 
log?j=logp,+~- - 
i 1 ,&I k! dp 
this evaluation being correct through to terms 0( 1 IX). Then comparison with 
expression (11) gives the evaluations of the coefficients 
ys = (m 1”,)!, gJ”-’ [$ (3&j’-] ‘=r)l, 
y = iiT kg-,"' r~1,=,, +& ,~r* 
Equation (16) when s = m - 1 gives 
Ym-1= pl(nam- 1) @$ll’m 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
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which is equivalent to Eq. (8) since 
pw,i = ($,” NP - Pl>” 4dl,=,, = +l~&,). (19) 
Equation (18) allows us to simplify expression (17) further to 
r=~+J&-)m-l[J&]= . 
P 01 
The evaluation of the y’s is now iterative only to the extent that, having 
picked on a particular mth root of B(pr)/A(pi) in choosing ‘ym-i , that same 
root must be used in evaluating the other y’s by formulae (16). 
3. APPLICATION TO SOME EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS 
The need for the analysis of the last section arose in an investigation into 
the possible bending modes of oscillation of a model galaxy. The mathema- 
tical formulation here leads to an eigenvalue problem for an infinite matrix, 
(See Hunter and Toomre [5].) Some other theoretical and numerical analyses 
led us to suspect that, under certain circumstances, the eigenvalues could 
occur in continuous bands rather than being discrete as was more generally 
the case. A simple model problem which demonstrates these phenomena 
and which may also be solved exactly can be constructed. It is one for which 
the matrix is tridiagonal, so that the components yr of the eigenvector satisfy 
a second order difference equation 
K=l to co, y. = 0. (21) 
Here h is the real eigenvalue to be determined, p is a real constant, and c 
is a real parameter that is allowed to vary in the range 0 < u < 1. In the limit 
u = 0, we have simply discrete eigenvalues /\ = - N for any positive integer 
N and yk = &, . More generally, the solution for the y’s, which in the 
application are coefficients from an expansion in orthogonal functions, must 
satisfy the following conditions. Equation (21) for K = 1 has just two terms, 
so that choosingy, fixes the solution for all the other y’s if we ignore singular 
cases that arise when p is a negative integer. This is of the nature of a bound- 
ary condition at K = 0. Furthermore, we should like lim,,, yk = 0. Equating 
x with (k - l), the roots of the characteristic equation are - u and - l/u 
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so that, for 0 < 0 < 1, the solution of type (4) corresponding to the root 
p = - (T only satisfies our requirements. We therefore have a problem with 
two points boundary conditions, and can expect solutions only for certain 
special discrete values of A. 
In the limit o = 1, the characteristic equation has - 1 as a double root and 
two solutions of type (5) occur. Now 
m = 2, A(P) = 1, B(P) = 1 - AP - tLP2, 
Pl = - 1, Y12 =4(1 +A -P), 
1 *=---". 
4 2 (22) 
Two distinct types of behavior are now possible. If X > p - 1, then y12 > 0 
and one solution of type (5) grows while the other decays as k + co. For this 
range of values of A, discrete eigenvalues are possible for which the solution 
satisfying the initial condition also converges at infinity. When X < TV - 1 
however, the exponential term in (5) is oscillatory for both solutions and 
yk --f 0 as k -+ co provided p > - 8. Thus all the solutions have the required 
behavior as R --f co, and all values of X in this continuous range give satis- 
factory solutions. 
The exact solution of Eq. (21), which is Laplace’s difference equation, 
confirms our deductions. The general solution for u # 1 is (Barnes [2]) 
Yk = Cd- 4” w 
J-v - Kl) F i -4, -K,-p;k-Q-&f) 
+ (- u)f$? K,) F (- % 7 - K, - CL; k - K,; &) . (23) 
Here C, and C, are arbitrary constants while K1 = (pu2 - X - l)/(l - u”) 
and K, = (u” + X - p)/(l - u2), and F is the hypergeometric function. 
The first term is the solution that converges at cc so we take C, = 0. Further, 
yK generally becomes infinite at K = 0 because of the simple pole of r(k) here, 
and so kyk has a finite value at K = 0. This nonzero limit is needed for the 
satisfaction of Eq. (21) for k = 1, which for our purposes should be just a 
two term relationship between y1 and y2 . We can avoid this singularity only 
if yk as given by expression (23) is finite at k = 0. For this to be the case, 
K1 must be zero or a positive integer N, for the singularity of the gamma 
function in the denominator then cancels that in the numerator. Eigenvalues 
are therefore given by 
x = pu2 - 1 - N(l - us), N=O to co. (24) 
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We have an infinite number of discrete eigenvalues in 0 < u < 1, which 
agree with our previous result for 0 = 0, and which all tend to h = p - 1, 
the endpoint of the continuous spectrum, as (T + 1. (We get eigenvalues in 
h < p - 1 by making N -+ a at the same time as D + 1.) 
The solution (23) is not valid in the limit (T = 1 when the solution, now 
involving confluent hypergeometric functions, is 
yk = (- l)k C,M(l - K, 1 + CL, I* - h - 1) 
1 
+ /;y;)iM(l - /J - K, 1 - P, CL - h - l)/ * (25) 
Disregarding as before the singular cases in which p is a negative integer, the 
C, solution is again the one satisfying the finite boundary condition, and its 
asymptotic expansion for large k agrees with that deduced above. The solution 
is always exponentially large for X > p - 1 so that there are no discrete 
eigenvalues in addition to those of the continuous band. In some of the more 
general problems for which this is a model, a finite number of discrete 
eigenvalues have also been found. (Note the solution (25) differs from that 
given by Barnes on page 66 of his paper which is not expressed in terms of 
confluent hypergeometric functions. When it is, his two supposedly inde- 
pendent solutions are seen, after applying a Kummer transformation, to be 
both multiples of the second component of solution (25) and the significant 
first component is missed out. The latter was derived using the operator 
methods described in Milne Thomson [7], Chapter XIV.) 
A generalization of the second-order equation (21) in the limit u = 1 that 
displays similar properties and for which the full apparatus of the theory 
developed in Section 2 is required is the equation of order 2N, 
++ ~~~(E+2+~)~Yp+f~E~~E+l~~~-~YI+o~~E+1~~~l 
I 3=0 I 
+ O(k-2) = 0. (26) 
Here E is the shift operator (Eyk = yk+r , E-vlc = y&, f is some real 
function of it with f (- 1) finite, the 0~‘s and j3’s are real constants, and 
K (0 < K < N) is some positive integer. Note that the operator 
(E + 2 + E-l) and its powers are central difference operators with all signs 
made positive. The corresponding equation with central difference operators 
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in place of (E + 2 + E-l) is obtained if the dependent variable is transformed 
to uk = (- 1)” yk . The form (26) however is used here because it arose in 
the other investigations, the difference operator (E + 2 + E-l) arising 
naturally from a recursion formula satisfied by orthogonal functions. 
The characteristic equation of the difference equation (26) is 
gK4-‘(p + 1y = 0, (27) 
so that pr = - 1 is a multiple root of order m = 2K, and 
A(p) = f  OLjpyp + 1)2’j-K’, 
j=K 
K-I 
%I = - c 14Fi(P i lJZj - f?f(p) (p + 1)=-r + O[(p + 1)2X], 
j=o 
Two different cases arise. If /$/UK is positive, then K of the roots for ysK-r 
have positive real parts and the other K have negative real parts. We do not 
need to pursue the asymptotic expansion any further to know that the root 
pr = - 1 gives rise to K growing and K decaying solutions fory, as K -+ co. 
When fiObK is negative however, there are (K - 1) roots for ysK-r with 
positive real parts, (K - 1) with negative real parts, and two for which 
ysKwl is pure imaginary. It requires further investigation to determine whether 
the latter give rise to growing or decaying solutions. If they both decay, there 
is then an extra decaying solution for yk which can, in an eigenvalue problem 
like that considered earlier with some eigenvalue h appearing in the coefficients 
,$, and aK, lead to continuous bands of eigenfrequencies. 
We next show that, when &/aK < 0, all the even subscripted y’s vanish, 
while the odd subscripted ones are all pure imaginary. The first follows from 
the fact that, expanding in powers of (p + l)“/p, 
[B$-4]1’2~ = ( a,” p2 I1 + el(P f II2 + . . . +eK-l@p&QZR-l 
+ f(P (P + lYK-l 
PO 
+ O(p + l)sK/1’2K, 
(29) 
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for some coefficients e. For an even subscripted yzKmai(K > j > 0), we have 
from Eq. (16), 
yw--2j = (2j)! (K -  j) 
(q-1 (  <Jo )i’Kpi-l 
(jp 
x 
t  
1 + elk + U2 + .  .  .  + ~K-AP + VKz _- 
P P 
K-l 
+ f(f) (P + 1J2”l 
Al 
+ O(P + lYKj~~~l. (30) 
The term in the curly bracket must be expanded and, since we eventually 
evaluate at p = - 1, terms up to [(p + l)“/p]j-l only need be retained. 
After expansion and multiplication by pi-1 however, we have a polynomial 
of order (2j - 2) in p which differentiates to zero. 
For the odd subscripted YaK-2j+r (1 < j < K) 
‘zK-2j+l =(2j - I)!(;:- 2.j + 1) 
( -JJ) )-K (*y-2 pj-3,2 
which is clearly pure imaginary. Finally we evaluate the power T using 
expression (20) and obtain the result 
r = w - 1) + (- l>“f(- 1) 
4K 2K0l, 
,  
the calculation being much like that for the even subscripted y’s, with the 
only nonvanishing contribution from the derivative arising from the term in f. 
The sign of T determines how the amplitude of the solution behaves as k -+ CO 
since all the other terms obtained thus far have constant amplitude. 
4. EVALUATION OF ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTIONS FOR THE 
ANALOGOUS DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
A similar approach to that of Section 2 can be used to evaluate solutions 
of the nth order differential equation 
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where the coefficient functions are as before. The solutions corresponding to a 
multiple root pr of the characteristic equation differ from expression (5) 
only in that pi” is replaced by e plz, the exceptional case B(pJ = 0 again being 
ignored. It is convenient in the present instance to write the solution as 
y = exp$(x) where 
4 = pp + &+$P-l)‘m + 0.. + ylxl’nz + r log X + f vkX-lilm* (34) 
k=l 
Also, we again restrict our objective to that of determining the coefficients 
through r. After substitution in the differential equation and division through 
by e*, it is again apparent that it is necessary to consider terms through to 
o(x+l’m). 
It is readily shown by induction that 
(35) 
so that, to our order of working, 
i iUjO + +) (CJ = - i dg!l ajo (f!f,j-2 2. (36) 
j=O j=o 
Furthermore there is only one significant term on the right-hand side. This 
is a consequence of relations (8). The first nonvanishing term arises from the 
O(X-(+~)/~~) term in the expansion of 
(3y-2 = (/-$ + ~~y,-,r-l/" + ...jj-2) 
so that the right-hand side of Eq. (36) is 
x++l’m 
(m L 2)! 2m [ 
(m - 1) m-l fi 
-Ym-l 111 I c 
j( j - 1) *** (j - m + 1) ujop;-m. 
j=O 
(38) 
This expression can be simplified if we use the determination of ‘ym-r obtained 
from the 0(1/x) terms of Eq. (36), 
[ 
(m - l)y -l m n 
D 
n 
i-m _ -- m m 
j(j-l)~~~(j-m++)ajo~l -- m! c ujlpli. 
j=O j=O 
(39) 
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As a consequence, Eq. (36) is essentially an inhomogeneous polynomial 
equation for +‘, which can be written as 
This equation for +’ is exactly the same as Eq. (13) for 7. The expressions for 
the coefficients differ because of the different forms of series involved. Now 
we obtain after the application of Lagrange’s expansion, 
y3 = (m I”s)! s 
-- (-$)- [p)‘“-“““],=, ) (41) 
(42) 
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